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Advance information for the book trade

Gaspard’s friend Finty the dog and her owner Honey 
are travelling to a classical concert in London’s Hyde 
Park – if only Gaspard could join them! But while 
good-naturedly attempting to return Honey’s scarf, 
the handsomest fox in London suddenly finds himself 
on a tour through the city’s streets aboard Finty’s bus 
passing some of London’s best sight-seeing spots such 
as: Islington Green, Museum Street, Chinatown, the 
theatres of the West End, Piccadilly and many more. 
This latest adventure in the Gaspard the Fox series 
sees Gaspard thrust literally to centre stage as he 
becomes a musical inspiration. 

Sales points: 
•  Gaspard’s Foxtrot, the orchestral tale composed 

by Jonathan Dove, is inspired by and features text 
from the Gaspard’s Foxtrot book. The orchestral 
tale will be touring the UK in 2021, being performed 
by Philharmonia Orchestra, the Docklands Sinfonia, 
the Royal Scottish National Orchestra and Royal 
Liverpool Philharmonic - subject to government 
restrictions.

•  Based on a real urban fox from north London. 
Gaspard has become a social media celebrity, with 
over 5.5K Twitter followers, his own website,  
www.gaspardthefox.com, and e-newsletter, ‘Fox News’.
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Praise for the Gaspard the Fox series: 

‘A wonderful tale about celebrating 
difference and triumphing against the odds’  
Clare Balding

‘I loved reading about the adventures of 
Gaspard the urban fox – surely a prince in 
disguise? More please.’ Francesca Simon, 
author of the Horrid Henry Series
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Gaspard accidentally boards the 38 bus and 
gets a thrilling fox-eye view of the sights, 
sounds and smells of London but how will he 
ever get home? At Hyde Park he finds himself 
at a classical concert celebrating the city’s 
wildlife and inspires the name of the final 
piece, Gaspard’s Foxtrot.

This exciting third adventure for London’s 
handsomest fox has been adapted into a 
major new orchestral work for children by the 
British composer Jonathan Dove.

Musical score available from 
Edition Peters.

•  Author Zeb Soanes is a well known voice on BBC 
Radio Four’s Today Programme, Shipping Forecast 
and The News Quiz. He hosts live events and 
performs with orchestras around the UK and was 
voted Sunday Times readers’ favourite male voice on 
radio.

•  Over 6,000 copies of Gaspard the Fox sold in first 12 
months.

•  Full colour illustrations by best-selling illustrator 
James Mayhew.

•  International appeal – the real Gaspard story has 
generated affection across the world from China, 
Australia and the US.

•  Educational – learn about urban foxes and their 
environment with notes at the end.


